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1. Introduction

The skyrocketing number of cyber incidents, which 
are becoming more serious, is driving the need to improve 

security, especially in the vulnerable area, which is critical 
infrastructure. One of the security challenges for critical 
infrastructures is the level of awareness of the impact of 
cyberattacks. The main reason for the escalation of critical 
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To effectively protect critical 
infrastructure facilities (CIF), it 
is important to understand the 
focus of cybersecurity efforts. 
The concept of building security 
systems based on a variety of 
models describing various CIF 
functioning aspects is presented.

The development of the 
concept is presented as a 
sequence of solving the following 
tasks. The basic concepts 
related to cyberattacks on 
CIF were determined, which 
make it possible to outline the 
boundaries of the problem 
and determine the level of 
formalization of the modeling 
processes. The proposed threat 
model takes into account possible 
synergistic/emergent features of 
the integration of modern target 
threats and their hybridity. A 
unified threat base that does 
not depend on CIF was formed. 
The concept of modeling the CIF 
security system was developed 
based on models of various 
classes and levels. A method to 
determine attacker's capabilities 
was developed. A concept for 
assessing the CIF security was 
developed, which allows forming 
a unified threat base, assessing 
the signs of their synergy and 
hybridity, identifying critical CIF 
points, determining compliance 
with regulatory requirements 
and the state of the security 
system. The mathematical tool 
and a variety of basic models of 
the concept can be used for all 
CIFs, which makes it possible to 
unify preventive measures and 
increase the security level. It is 
proposed to use post-quantum 
cryptography algorithms on 
crypto-code structures to 
provide security services. The 
proposed mechanisms provide 
the required stability (230–235 
group operations), the rate of 
cryptographic transformation is 
comparable to block-symmetric 
ciphers (BSC) and reliability 
(Perr 10–9–10–12)
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economy, security, and health care. In [1], on the basis of 
intelligence data, the main results in the field of cyberterror-
ism focused on critical infrastructure facilities are present-
ed (Table 1). However, the limitation of this work is only a 
description of the current state of cyberterrorism with the 
lack of recommendations on adequate countermeasures and 
measures to create a security system for critical infrastruc-
ture facilities.

Table	1

Aspects	of	critical	infrastructure	cyberterrorism

Key results

Emerging trends indicate that terrorists are expand-
ing cyberattack capabilities

Potential for economic damage, individually initiat-
ed and anonymous nature of cyberattacks are well 
aligned with the ideological beliefs, strategic goals 

and tactics of many terrorists

Growing reliance of businesses on cyber technolo-
gy, including interconnected networks and remote 

access, creates new and growing vulnerabilities that 
will be exploited by tech-savvy terrorists

Proliferation of cyber technology and expertise, and 
availability of online hacking tools and “hackers for 

hire” encourage terrorists to adopt  
cyberattack strategies

Future 
strategies

Cyberattacks will become more attractive as 
companies’ dependence on cyber technology grows, 
terrorists improve their cyberattack capabilities by 
keeping up with new technologies and overcoming 

countermeasures

Availability of cyber technology and expertise, such 
as online hacking tools and hired hackers, provides 
resources to empower their cyberattack capabilities

Emerging trend to post hacker-related content on 
their websites indicates their intention to develop 

more robust cyber strategies in the near future

Possible 
targets

Potential targets are likely to expand to include a 
wider range of organizations and critical infrastruc-
ture that terrorists associate with symbols of power

International nature of cyberattacks means that 
many more attackers will be able to attack more 
remote targets (global communication makes the 

distance between the cyberattacker  
and the target irrelevant)

Possible 
indicators

Growing statements calling for the use of  
cyberattack methods

Growing messages published on websites about 
committed cyber attacks

Suspicious cyberattacks or increased frequency, 
creativity, or seriousness versus traditional targets

Evidence that terrorists are recruiting or seeking 
services from persons with cyber capabilities

It can be assumed that control systems of critical in-
frastructure facilities are the most attractive targets for 
cyberattacks. Therefore, many works are devoted to the 
description of the structure, operation and safety of control 
systems, such as supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion (SCADA) systems, distributed control systems (DCS) 
and other configurations, such as programmable logic con-
trollers (PLC) [2–6].

In particular, [2] discusses the security issues of industri-
al control systems, the solution of which involves considering 
unique performance, reliability and safety requirements. The 
document provides an overview of ACS and typical system 
topologies, identifies typical threats and vulnerabilities for 

infrastructure (CI) cyberattacks may be that most of the 
CI control systems no longer use proprietary protocols and 
software, but use standard solutions. As a result, critical in-
frastructure systems are more vulnerable and prone to cyber 
threats than ever before. It is important to understand what 
types of attacks have occurred as this can help direct cyber-
security efforts to real threats to critical infrastructure.

Cyberspace has expanded significantly to become a 
large, dynamic and intricate network of computing devices. 
This situation also affected critical infrastructure systems. 
Apart from the positive effects of technological expansion, 
there are also disadvantages. Critical infrastructure is the 
backbone of everyday life in modern society, so its proper 
functioning is essential. For a long time, the most important 
infrastructure systems were considered immune to cyberat-
tacks due to their dependence on proprietary networks and 
equipment. However, recent experience and cyberattacks 
show that this is unsustainable – the shift to open standards 
and web technologies makes critical infrastructure systems 
more vulnerable.

Unintentional or malicious actions in cyberspace have 
consequences for critical infrastructures in the physical 
world. Cyberspace attacks are not limited to government 
intelligence activities. Any part of critical infrastructure, 
from the banking system and utilities to the transportation 
or delivery of essential goods, can be attacked.

Attacks on critical infrastructure are diverse and include 
direct or anonymous access to secure networks through the 
Internet and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCA-
DA) or employee violation of security procedures. All this 
leads to the spread of malware inside firewalls.

The problem with critical infrastructure cyberattack 
analysis is that some cyberattacks go unnoticed. However, 
some organizations are extremely reluctant to report inci-
dents, believing that this leads to potential difficulties in 
doing business. One of the problems with cyberspace is that 
critical infrastructure protection is so imbalanced that it 
takes enormous resources, and only one infected computer 
disk is needed to start an attack. Thus, cyber defense has 
become one of the most important issues in national defense 
strategies.

Since the scale and nature of critical infrastructures pre-
clude experimentation, the burden of understanding critical 
infrastructures and their relationships, emerging properties 
and resilience to malicious activity falls on modeling efforts. 
An attempt has been made to form the concept of building 
security systems based on a variety of models describing 
various aspects of critical infrastructure facilities.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Critical infrastructure (CI) supports basic services re-
quired by a complex modern society. Serious disruptions 
in the provision of services such as transport and energy 
can leave large populations vulnerable to shortages of food, 
electricity and fuel, as well as other necessities. Dependence 
on timely automated supply chains can also exacerbate 
the impact. Major natural disasters are good examples of 
how the destruction or degradation of such services affects 
populations. Large-scale disruption to these services can be 
triggered by cyberattacks aimed at undermining confidence 
in the state and designed to deplete emergency, medical and 
police services. CIs provide the foundation for the national 
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these systems, and provides recommended security measures 
to mitigate associated risks. At the same time, the authors 
emphasize that their recommendations are focused exclu-
sively on stand-alone use.

[3] provides specific recommendations for protection 
against cyberattacks on the UK’s national critical infra-
structure. An attempt is made to present the approach by 
outlining the magnitude of the challenges faced by the UK 
and what actions the government is taking to combat these 
threats. A number of recommendations aimed at mitigating 
these threats, increasing cyber resilience, and facilitating 
recovery plans as needed are offered. Full interaction and 
partnership with the owners and operators of critical nation-
al private sector infrastructure are vital to the success of the 
government’s national cybersecurity strategy. This suggests 
that national and global actions are needed to ensure the 
efficient operation and cyber resilience of critical infrastruc-
ture facilities. These problems are relevant for all developed 
and developing countries. These conclusions should be con-
sidered the merit of the publication.

The papers [4–6] available for analysis are also focused 
either on the control system of critical infrastructure facili-
ties or on its individual components that require protection 
from cyberattacks. At the same time, these works lack a 
unified concept and appropriate methodology for building 
a cybersecurity system for critical infrastructure facilities.

Of particular concern is the emergence of IoT and IIoT. 
IIoT consists of several industrial devices controlled by 
common software. IoT and IIoT have created many new 
attack vectors that can be exploited by cybercriminals and 
terrorists [5]. This evolution, combined with rapidly aging 
software platforms based on legacy CIs and outdated se-
curity policies, has made some CIs extremely vulnerable to 
cyberattacks.

CI has many internal vulnerabilities in its hardware and 
structure that could be easily exploited by attackers. Given 
these vulnerabilities, a terrorist organization is likely to 
attack CI. Specific examples of cyberattacks are presented 
in [7, 8]. The advantage of these works is the description of 
the so-called cascade effect, when a successful attack on one 
of the critical infrastructure facilities can cause a cascade 
effect of failures of other CI facilities.

Attention should be paid to the works devoted to the 
concept of sustainable development of developing states 
in an increasingly complex and unstable global world, and 
the concept of sustainability as a strategy for solving these 
problems [9]. The inclusion of a variety of new threats (such 
as economic, environmental and social) on the national 
security agenda, as well as ensuring the security of critical 
infrastructure, has created favorable conditions for a flex-
ible approach to national security. In doing so, the nation 
state must fulfill its core responsibilities according to the 
traditional approach to national security, which is more 
preventive and not always consistent with the sustainability 
approach. Consequently, nation states must find an appro-
priate balance between proactive (security) and reactive 
(resilience) approaches that suit their specific needs as well 
as the values of society.

However, if the resilience of critical infrastructure re-
mains a major national security concern, the government 
must nevertheless maintain the position that private opera-
tors and owners are responsible for the safety and resiliency 
of critical infrastructures.

The simulated events showed that a cyberattack on an 
adversary’s CI can create an internal crisis situation with 
possible economic, psychological and physical damage. Such 
a cyberattack has not yet been fully performed as part of 
cyberwarfare by any state or non-state actor. Consequently, 
forecasting and preparing for computer network attacks are 
particularly difficult.

It should be noted that the description is focused on the 
situation of preparation or victim of cyberwarfare. However, 
the description is rather general, the problem is formulated, 
but solutions are not presented.

[10] warns that digital natives in terrorist organi-
zations such as ISIS are likely to choose a cyber-kinetic 
attack method [11]. Cyber-natives means “young peo-
ple, who entered the digital world, spend much time in 
the digital environment and use technological resources 
in their daily lives”. In [10], it is argued that a digital 
terrorist would prefer to disable a power grid, causing 
cascading effects on the electricity-dependent CI, rather 
than conduct a ground attack that could directly endan-
ger the attacker’s own life. However, modern terrorist 
organizations may find martyrdom (suicide attacks) much 
more attractive, thus preferring the truck bomb to the 
logical one [12]. However, the ability to have a broader 
and more powerful impact on adversaries makes CI cyber-
attacks a powerful incentive to change tactics compared 
to traditional ground attacks carried out in the name of 
“martyrdom operations” [11]. Future terrorist operations 
will likely use cyberspace or a combination of cyber and 
ground-based attack methods, changing tactics as oper-
ational capabilities emerge. Therefore, it is imperative to 
understand the cyber dependencies built into CI and how 
vulnerable CIs can be to sophisticated cyber terrorist 
attacks.

Thus, the analysis of the literature [1–11] showed the lack 
of a single concept of building a system for protecting criti-
cal infrastructure facilities from cyberattacks and terrorist 
attacks, especially in the context of targeted threats with 
the manifestation of hybridity and synergy. This is noted in 
almost all publications. The proposed solutions for creating a 
holistic concept of protecting such facilities are either absent 
or local in nature and are aimed at protecting individual parts 
rather than critical infrastructure facilities as a whole. 

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this work is to develop a concept for building a 
security system for critical infrastructure facilities based on 
a variety of models. The proposed models describe the struc-
ture and types of critical infrastructure facilities that reflect 
the typology of cyber terrorists and variety of their attacks 
in the form of classifiers. This approach will allow creating 
an effective security system, ensuring effective counter-
action to modern hybrid threats to critical infrastructure 
elements emanating from cyber terrorists, and increasing the 
security of critical infrastructure facilities.

To achieve the aim, it is necessary to accomplish the 
following objectives:

– to form a classifier of critical infrastructure threats;
– to develop a concept for modeling the structure and 

functioning of the security system of critical infrastructure 
facilities;
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– to develop models of a terrorist act and security of the 
critical infrastructure facility cybersystem;

– to develop a concept for assessing the security of criti-
cal infrastructure facilities.

4. Materials and research methods

Based on the analysis [13–15], the following definitions 
were introduced:

Systems of critical infrastructure facilities (CIF) – a 
set of automated control (dispatching) systems ensuring 
the interaction of CIF information and communication 
networks (ICN), destruction/failure of which significantly 
affects the information and/or cybersecurity of the state.

CIF information resources (IR) – information resources 
circulating in the CIF ICN, modification and/or destruction 
of which may lead to partial or complete destruction of CIF. 

Confidentiality – protection of CIF IR from passive 
attacks.

Confidentiality of the CIF system – a property of the 
information security system (ISS) of CIF ensuring security 
during transmission.

Integrity – protection of CIF IR during storage and/or 
modification of CIF IR only by an authorized user (process).

Integrity of the CIF system – a property of the CIF ISS 
ensuring security during storage and/or modification of CIF 
IR only by an authorized user (process).

Availability – access of an authorized user to CIF IR.

Availability of the CIF system – a property of the ISS 
ensuring unlimited access to IR in accordance with the 
security model. 

Authenticity – confirmation of CIF IR authenticity. 
Authenticity of the CIF system – a property of the ISS 

ensuring the authenticity of the information source.
Continuity of the business processes of the CIF system – 

a property of the ISS ensuring the formation of a security 
loop for the business processes of CIF, which makes it possi-
ble to resist the blocking of the main functions or destruction 
of CIF.

Security of CIF IR – the state of the CIF security ensur-
ing security services.

Threats to CIF RI – a set of technogenic and anthro-
pogenic threats, the integration of which can lead to a syn-
ergistic effect, which significantly increases the risks of the 
implementation of threats to CIF elements.

Information threats are expressed in availability, integri-
ty, authenticity and confidentiality violations.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a synergistic threat mod-
el for the CIF elements.

The presented threat model, using the principles of uni-
versality, takes into account not only possible synergis- 
tic/emergent features of the integration of modern target 
threats into security components, but also their hybridity. 
This approach allows forming a single (unified) classification 
base of CIF threats, taking into account their categories, goals 
and possible damage, which greatly simplifies the understand-
ing of potential terrorist attacks on the CIF elements. 

CIF

СPS

DoS-attacks

R2L-attacks

Probe-attacks

U2R-attacks

Sensing

Actuation

Computing

feedback

Feedback 
Integrity 

Loss of power

Blinding cameras 
with light
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Control 

Disruption

ACT OF TERRORISM
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Failure

Tampering with 
Hardware
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software Malfunction
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Interception of 
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Package audit

Stealing information

Eavesdropping

Software failure

Virus, worm, 
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Environmental 
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individual elements

Complete blocking of 
functionality

Partial blocking of 
functionality

 
  

Fig.	1.	Block	diagram	of	a	synergistic	threat	model	for	CIF	elements
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5. Results of research on the concept of building a 
security system for critical infrastructure facilities

5. 1. Development of a critical infrastructure threat 
classifier

To form a general classifier of threats to the CIF ele-
ments, it is proposed to divide the procedure (Fig. 2, 3) into 
two stages. At the first stage, based on the expert evaluation 
of threats and their impact on the security services of the 
CIF ISS, a single base of threat vectors is formed, which can 
be implemented by attackers at various CIF.

At the second stage, on the basis of the proposed expres-
sions, the probabilities of threats, the possibility of their syn-
ergistic and/or hybrid impact on infrastructure elements are 
calculated. In this case, the synergistic effect is understood 
as the impact of threats on one of the security components: 
cybersecurity (CS), information security (IS) or security of 
information (SI). This approach makes it possible to signifi-
cantly simplify the classification of threats and/or terrorist 
acts, to form relationships between threats and security 
services, to define hybrid threats to be understood as the ag-
gregation of the impact on one of the security services in all 
security components. The classifier consists of 6 platforms.

The first platform defines the criticality of a threat (terror-
ist attack) as critical, high, medium, low, very low. The second 
platform – security components: CS, IS, SI. The third platform 
determines the focus of the threat on one of the security ser-
vices, which allows assessing the possibility of a synergistic 
effect of threats on elements of critical infrastructure facilities.

The fourth platform defines the purpose of the terror-
ist attack – complete destruction of CIF (01), destruction 
of individual CIF elements (02), complete blocking of 
CIF functionality (03), partial blocking of functional- 
ity (04)).

The fifth platform allows determining the impact of the 
threat (terrorist attack) on the CIF elements, such as tech-
nical channel layer (H0), ISO/OSI physical layer (H1), data 
link layer (H2), network layer (H3), transport layer (H4), 
application layer (H5), layer of physical protection of CIF 
CPS elements (H6), layer of possible secret intelligence de-
vices (H7).

The sixth platform defines the CIF category. For further 
research, it is proposed, in accordance with [15], to consider 
the following categories:

– fuel and energy complex (01);
– transport (02);
– public utilities (03);
– telecommunications and communication networks (04);
– banking and financial sector (05);
– public administration and law enforcement agencies (06);
– security and defense complex (07);
– chemical industry (08);
– emergency services and civil protection (09);
– food industry and agro-industrial complex (10).
To verify the expert evaluation, we use the approach 

proposed in [13]. In the expert evaluation of the objectivity 
of expert judgments, we use the weight factors of expert 
competence (kk) presented in Table 2.

PLATFORM 2 - INTEGRATED SECURITY

PLATFORM 3 - SECURITY SERVICES

critical
01

high
02

medium
03

very low
05

low
04

IS
01

CS
02

SI
03

IS
01

CS
02

SI
03

I
01

C
02

Ac
03

Pr
05

Au
04

I
01

C
02

Ac
03

Pr
05

Au
04

complete destruction of CIF (01), destruction of individual CIF elements (02), complete blocking 
of CIF functionality (03), partial blocking of functionality (04)

PLATFORM 4 – GOAL OF THE ATTACK

01 02 03

technical channel layer (H0), ISO / OSI physical layer (H1), data link layer (H2), network 
layer (H3), transport layer (H4), application layer (H5), physical protection level of CIF elements 

(H6), level of possible secret intelligence devices (H7). 
PLATFORM 5 - ISO/OSI INFRASTRUCTURE LEVEL

H1
01

H2
02

01 02 03 04 04

H3
03

H4
04

H5
05

H6
06

H7
07

H1
01

H2
02

H3
03

H4
04

H5
05

H6
06

H7
07

Fuel & Energy Complex (01), Transport (02), Public utilities (03), Telecommunications and 
Communication Networks (04), Financial and banking sector (05), Public administration and law-
enforcement (06), Security and defense complex (07), Chemical industry (08), Emergency services 
and civil protection (09), Food processing industry and agricultural complex (10)

PLATFORM 6 - CATEGORY OF CIF  
 

  Fig.	2.	Threat	classifier	structure	(expert	evaluation)
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Table	2

Weight	factors	of	expert	competence

No. Expert qualification
Weight factor 

value (kk)

1 international expert in IS, CS, SI 1.0

2 national expert in IS, CS, SI 0.95

3 certified international specialist in IS, CS, SI 0.9

4 Full Doctor of Science in IS, CS, SI 0.9

5 chief security officer 0.85

6 Doctor of Philosophy in IS, CS, SI 0.8

7 security officer 0.7

8 system administrator 0.6

9 security engineer 0.5

10 postgraduate student in IS, CS, SI 0.4

The total estimate of the i-th threat is determined by the 
number of experts according to the expression:

1 ,=

×
=

∑


K

k k
k

i

x k
x

K
    (1)

where xk is the k-th expert’s estimate of the i-th threat; kk is 
the expert’s competence level; K is the number of experts.

A measure of the consistency of expert estimates is the 
variance, determined by the expression

( )22

1

1 .
=

σ = −∑ 

K

õ k k i
k

k x x
K

   
  (2)

The statistical probability of the results obtained 1 – αi 
is: [ ], ,− ∆ + ∆ i ix x  where the value xi is distributed according 

to the normal law with the center ix  and variance 
2 .Xσ  Then 

∆ is defined by the expression:

2 ,xt N∆ = σ     (3)

where t is the Student’s distribution value for K–1 degrees 
of freedom.

This approach allows forming an expert estimate of ex-
isting threats to security components (IS, CS, SI), taking 
into account their focus on hacking/termination of security 
services. The versatility of the approach lies in the objec-
tive assessment of experts’ judgments, which allows using 
this mathematical tool when considering the entire range 
of threats, the possibility of their integration, synergy and 
hybridity.

To form metric (weight) factors of threats (Fig. 4) and 
their impact on security services, we introduce the following 
designations and offer the following mathematical tool:

1) j – security service for CIF. Basic security services:
– C – confidentiality;
– І – integrity;
– А – availability;
– Au – authenticity;
– Aff – affiliation.
Thus, a vector of security services { }, , , ,j C I A Au Aff=  

is formed in the classifier;
2) N – number of threats;
3) K – number of experts;
4) { }1

N
i  – current number of the i-th threat; { }1

K
k – 

number of the expert.
To assess the hybrid and synergistic components of 

threats, we use the following procedure:
– Step 1. Assessment of the relationship between threats 

and security services:

determined automatically based on mathematical expressions

STEP 1. FORMATION OF METRIC FACTORS OF THREATS

1 1

1 N K
CPS CIF CPS CIF
j j ik

i k

w w
K
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K
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SERVICE
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1 1 1 1 1 1
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IS CFS CIFC CFS CIF I CFS CIF A CFS CIF Au CFS CIF Aff CPS CIF
synerg synerg i synerg i synerg i synerg i synerg i i
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Fig.	3.	Threat	classifier	structure	(automatic	calculations)
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where CPS CIF
j ikw  is the value of the factor set by the k-th ex-

pert for the i-th threat to the j-th security service.
– Step 2. Formation of threat factors (proposed in [13]):

[ ], 0.067;0.133;0.2;0.267;0.333 .CPS CIF
i iα ∈

– Step 3. Determination of threat implementation:
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where ,CFS CIF C
j iw  ,CFS CIF I

j iw  ,CFS CIF A
j iw  ,CFS CIF Au

j iw  CFS CIF Aff
j iw  

are the weight factors of security services: С, I, A, Au, Aff; 
,CPS CIF C

iα  ,CPS CIF I
iα  ,CPS CIF A

iα  ,CPS CIF Au
iα  CPS CIF Aff

iα  are the 
weight factors of security services: С, I, A, Au, Aff, manifes-
tations of the attack of the i-th threat.

– Step 4. Determination of implementation of several 
threats to the security service:
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where M is the number of threats selected by the expert from 
{ } ,

M

i
i  .M N≤

When forming the metric factors, it is considered that 
the results refer to independent threats. In the case of their 
dependence (coincidence of the threat tuples), it is necessary 
to use the expression for determining the total probability of 
dependent events:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).P AB P A P B P AB= + −    (8)

In this case, only tuples of vectors that refer to the 
threats themselves are evaluated (platforms 1–5). This 
approach allows forming a common unified base of threats 
to all CIFs that can lead to terrorist attacks, the likelihood 
of their implementation and possible damage, without ref-
erence to the categories of critical infrastructure facilities. 

– Step 5. Determination of a synergistic threat by secu-
rity components:
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To determine the total synergistic threat:

, , .IS CS SI IS CS SI
synerg synerg synerg synergW W W W=      (10)

To determine the total hybrid threat:

hybrid , , , ,

.

CPS CIF CFS CIFС CFS CIF I
С I A Au Af synerg synerg synerg

CFS CIF A CFS CIF Au CFS CIF Aff
synerg synerg synerg

W W W

W W W

=  

  

   (11)

Step 6. Minimization of financial costs of preventive pro-
tection measures (we use the procedure proposed in [13]).

Thus, the main feature of the proposed approach is the 
possibility of forming a single unified base of threats to crit-
ical infrastructure facilities regardless of the CIF category. 
This makes it possible not only to simplify the formation of 
the CIF threat base, but also to timely take into account vec-
tors of targeted attacks, the possibility of their integration, 
synergy and hybridity, as well as identify critical CIF points, 
their relationship with information resources. In addition, 
the proposed approach makes it possible to minimize fund-
ing for creating a security loop for CIF business processes, as 
well as timely formulate preventive measures and protection 
profiles.

5. 2. Development of a concept of modeling the struc-
ture and functioning of the security system of critical 
infrastructure facilities

Understanding and mitigating risks and threats to criti-
cal infrastructures highly depend on the ability to create and 
validate models, often involving physical systems or even 
human intervention. 

The problem space of modeling includes both critical sys-
tems in general, such as industrial control systems at critical 
facilities, and interactions between several sectors of critical 
systems. Such a range of objects can be effectively described 
only by an equally wide range of modeling methods corre-
sponding to the studied aspects of the infrastructure.

Formal identification of critical infrastructures has been 
made relatively recently [16], so the problem of modeling 
the construction of a CIF security system remains relevant. 
Such models were designed to solve relatively well-defined 
physical and engineering problems and therefore amenable 
to methods such as statistical reliability models for physical 
systems. These models are focused on designing technical 
systems with parametric fault tolerance.

However, the current understanding of critical infra-
structures has revealed several additional dimensions to be 
mapped through modeling to ensure adequate reliability 
of the entire infrastructure. One of the most important as-
pects is the relationships between infrastructures and their 
components, as well as failure conditions leading to unavail-
ability of infrastructure elements. This is unlikely to become 
apparent without a sufficient degree of abstraction allowing 
for a deeper understanding of such structural properties.

Obtaining such structural properties is a serious prob-
lem, since they are not limited only to obvious physical 
relationships, but must also reflect the information and com-
munication aspects that define logical relationships.

More importantly, however, both information-based 
mechanisms and traditional physical vectors can be used by 
adversaries to degrade, damage or destroy infrastructure el-
ements with disproportionate effects. Such hostility models 
are not common in many critical infrastructure sectors and, 

therefore, can be a source of serious vulnerabilities when 
threats are not fully understood and so not properly ad-
dressed. Thus, modeling is critical to obtain this information 
to design more robust infrastructure elements. The problem 
in any description of critical infrastructure models is a broad 
scope, as defined in [17, 18] and subsequently expanded 
in [19]. When it comes to critical infrastructure models, this 
can refer to several levels of abstraction, necessarily also 
aimed at answering different questions that the modeling 
concept has to address, as shown in Fig. 4.

In many models, the definition of CIF components 
was based on the impact of events or chains of events on 
infrastructure elements [20, 21]. This understanding, in 
particular of risk at different scales, leads to a classification 
mechanism originally proposed in [22] in the context of 
technical risk modeling and subsequently refined [23] into 
an infrastructure scale taxonomy, as shown in Fig. 4.

Verifying the applicability of the presented security 
analysis models requires significant effort. This is true even 
if the model takes into account all parameters related to se-
curity and reliability analysis.

For lower levels of abstraction, it may be possible to de-
rive and test such models explicitly from the basic principles. 
At higher levels of abstraction, this leads to uncertainty in 
the validity of the model.

Such uncertainty is already problematic when it is not 
easy to determine whether the basic problem is ill-condi-
tioned. Conditionality is defined as a situation where small 
variations in parameters lead to disproportionate changes in 
results. Poor conditioning can be a feature of the modeling 
method. This problem also arises in the context of combining 
several specialized models or models that address different 
levels of abstraction [24].

Moreover, in some cases, the same mathematical meth-
ods can be applied at different levels of abstraction, which is 
especially noteworthy for the case of game-theoretic models.

Economic models serve mainly to identify high-level 
relationships and can also reveal quantitative effects, albeit 
with a relatively low resolution. Most of the models used in 
the area of critical infrastructure are input-output models, 
focusing primarily on aspects driven by demand or supply. 
However, such models are necessarily limited to the state of 
equilibrium.

An application to critical infrastructures was origi-
nally proposed in [25], where several interrelated systems 
are considered, including intra-industry relationships. The 
purpose of the review is to identify inoperability caused by 
one or more failures. Such failures can be both natural and 
artificial. In the proposed model, inoperability is defined 
as the level of system dysfunction, i.e., as part of expected 
operability level, which is described by the Inoperability 
Input-Output model (IIM).

To capture the disturbance aspect, IIM extensions in-
clude demand reduction IIM, as well as variants of dynamic 
IIM that seek to reflect the effects of repeated recovery [23]. 
These models, summarized in [26], are also considered and 
applied in a variety of quantitative case studies at the region-
al and sectoral level [27], including [28] and in studies at 
larger scales, including studies on national economies [29]. 
The authors [30] applied the IIM to the case of damage 
caused by industrial espionage. Earlier works [31] sought to 
apply the modeling method to control systems, studying the 
effects of inoperability resulting from failures in the supervi-
sory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
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Moreover, the IIM approach was applied not only to 
describe and analyze existing relationships and related risks, 
but also as a basis for minimizing the relationships of critical 
infrastructure subsystems [32].

An extension of the IIM model to study the impact of 
information technology and information security-based re-
lationships is presented in [33]. A significant result of the 
work is quantitative indicators for identifying intersectoral 
relationships caused by information security problems.  

In [26], a family of models is presented that reflect a 
decrease in efficiency indicators and economic losses of the 
system and allow estimating the impact of failures on infor-
mation provision. However, models are limited to large-scale 
abstractions and are not suitable for obtaining quantitative 

data for subsystems or individual blocks. This is reflected in 
the mechanisms of attacker behavior modeling [34].

The dynamic IIM allows analyzing parameters such as 
optimization of buffering in the form of stocks to mitigate 
fluctuations in supply levels [35]. The use of explicit prob-
abilistic vectors of disturbances from the demand side in 
the IIM increases the reliability of modeling results and the 
applicability of models for cybersecurity purposes [36–38].

Applicability for cybersecurity purposes may require the 
introduction of a cost metric for disparate facilities included 
in the critical infrastructure [39–41].

In [29], the role of individual infrastructures in the 
formulation of dynamic IIM is determined, which is of par-
ticular interest for understanding the potential of cascade 
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Fig.	4.	Modeling	concept	of	critical	infrastructure	facilities	(according	to	[14,	15])
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effects. It is proposed to use a qualitative parameter esti-
mate [42] and map it to fuzzy sets with convex membership 
functions. It is proposed to implement this approach by 
introducing extensions based on intelligent agents.

System-dynamic approaches are considered in [43–46]. 
So, [43] considers the relationship between infrastructure 
facilities and information flows, [44, 45] study the structural 
properties of CIF. System dynamics provides insight into 
the types of threats to critical infrastructure, in particular, 
social engineering attacks [46].

Practice shows that it is difficult to avoid internal at-
tacks, including attacks based on social engineering rather 
than technical measures. Therefore, when developing control 
mechanisms, it is necessary to focus on the ways in which con-
trol and interaction means can cause delays in implementing 
attackers’ goals. In [47], an attempt is made to formalize sim-
ilar aspects for the more general case of security management.

The systems dynamics approach is applied to both target 
and large-scale critical infrastructure environments [43, 48].

Larger-scale applications of systems dynamics for de-
scribing dynamic interactions are often based on simulation 
to help understand such relationships and cascading effects. 
These applications can use industry models, which are then 
combined through a better system dynamics approach.

One example of such a simulation environment is the 
Critical Infrastructure Protection Decision Support Sys-
tem (CIP/DSS) [49, 50]. This environment is based on dis-
crete event modeling, rule-based expert systems and coupled 
differential equations for sector submodels. The simulation 
results were used in [51, 52] to identify clear economic im-
pacts, their recovery and mitigation.

In [53], a system dynamics model is presented, which 
used the functional modeling mechanism (IDEF0 [54]) to 
determine the requirements and mechanisms for information 
exchange. This allows simulating local loss of function or 
bandwidth in the infrastructure as a whole, and then apply-
ing a decision support system using nonlinear optimization.

For large-scale models, there can be about 100 model 
elements, which usually requires an understanding of sec-
tor-specific aspects [49, 53]. System dynamics modeling 
helps to solve some of these problems using the so-called 
group model construction [55, 56], which seeks to integrate 
domain expertise into the overall model.

Behavioral and system-game models are proposed 
in [57–59]. Such methods are usually based on a combina-
tion of expert estimates and Bayesian statistics [57] or on ex-
plicit causal models. This approach may be useless assuming 
the adaptability of an intelligent adversary [58].

Behavioral and game-theoretic models provide for two or 
more agents whose interactions can be modeled under various 
constraints [59]. However, these interactions usually include:

– the ability to cooperate or act against the interests of 
other agents;

– the ability to interact with different levels of informa-
tion about each other;

– the possibility of both one-time interaction and inter-
action over several rounds;

– the attainability of agents’ solutions both simultane-
ously and sequentially.

This type of model assumes that agents are rational 
and act to maximize their utility. This is done by evalu-
ating the results and choosing the actions that give the 
most preferable results, taking into account the actions of 
other players.

Of particular interest for considering hostile behavior 
is the assumption of complete information [60, 61] and the 
possibility of cooperation [62], which can be clear with full 
participation or unclear with varying participation levels. 
Game-theoretic security modeling, including strategic mili-
tary models, is presented in [63, 64]. In the field of political 
science, applications are used that include arms control 
strategies [65], as well as applicability to information war-
fare [66]. Models of terrorist activities and related resource 
protection or allocation strategies are presented in [67, 69].

The use of game-theoretic models to protect critical infor-
mation infrastructures is not well represented in the literature. 
Besides [66], examples include the use of two-player stochastic 
games [70] to capture the attackers’ behavior under the Nash 
equilibrium. The model in [71] attempts to explicitly map the 
perception of attackers in the game-theoretic structure, as 
well as parameters, including resource allocation. Many of the 
physical security and counter-terrorism problems require care-
ful analysis, taking into account various assumptions, which 
includes modeling of substitution effects and amount of mutual 
information [72]. Existing models [67] and subsequent devel-
opments [73, 74] not only estimate the parameters, but also as-
sume the simultaneous play of attackers and defenders [70, 75].

Graph and network models provide rigorous formaliza-
tion [76] and are easily adaptable to network infrastructures 
such as telecommunications, pipelines, and power distri-
bution. By assigning a set of properties to nodes and edges 
and by defining flows along the graph edges, many aspects 
of critical infrastructures and their relationships for both 
physical assets and information flows can be covered. One of 
the main goals of such models is usually to capture the phys-
ical and logical relationships between network components, 
which may belong to several different infrastructure sectors.

Critical infrastructures are often long, and individual 
infrastructures can contain more than 105 elements. This 
explains the interest in studying graph-theoretic concepts to 
understand how a graph or interaction structures can be used 
to characterize the resilience of a network infrastructure.

Particular attention should be paid to the intensive study 
of random graphs such as the Erdös-Renyi graphs [76, 77].

Empirical research has shown that many networks, both 
in nature and human-created, are scaleless. To reflect the 
dynamics of the critical infrastructure, the processes of graph 
growth and the mechanism of preferential joining of new edges 
added to the graph are considered [78]. This work has resulted 
in a number of methods more widely used in statistical me-
chanics being applied to complex networks, including critical 
infrastructures and their relationships [79, 80]. The paper [81] 
provides a broader view of complex networks in general.

It is noteworthy that even relatively simple assumptions of 
graph theory make it possible to study the resistance of graphs 
to attacks. In [82], a process is described in which a dynam-
ically evolving random graph is expanded using preferred 
attachment to achieve non-scalable properties and taking into 
account the adversary’s ability to remove some of the vertices.

One of the areas associated with the ability to describe 
complex networks, of which critical infrastructure networks 
are only one instance, is the analysis of the resilience of such 
networks to attacks. The study [83] describes general classes 
of error vulnerabilities as well as deliberate attacks, while a 
number of authors analyzed specific infrastructure sectors 
using network complexity theory methods.

One area of particular interest that, however, has not 
been fully explored, but is critical for understanding the 
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implications of deliberate attacks on critical infrastructure 
networks, is the dynamic aspects of such graphs. Although 
the analysis was carried out on aspects such as individual 
failures, cascading failures have been investigated by a num-
ber of researchers, including early works [84, 85]. In [86], 
cost models for attackers were introduced.

The considered approaches are associated with the need 
to analyze information flows that can be mediated by human 
interaction. The study of such networks uses graph-theoretic 
concepts to understand such relationships and can rely on 
a large number of modeling methods specially adapted for 
social network analysis [87].

Agent-based models are often used to analyze the interde-
pendencies of infrastructure facilities. Infrastructures or phys-
ical components are modeled as agents, which allows analyzing 
the performance and physical condition of the infrastructure 
and also capturing behavioral aspects, including irrational 
behavior [40]. Such agent-based systems have been widely used 
in other fields, which allows using the results to capture aspects 
such as the interaction of physical objects [88]. Descriptions of 
physical agent interaction were integrated into the model of 
interacting social agents, for example, to track the behavior of 
agents in the electricity and natural gas markets [89].

Most research has focused on us-
ing fewer explicit agents to describe 
the behavior of interacting agents in 
order to identify relationships in in-
frastructures [90, 91]. An example of 
such an agent-based modeling and 
simulation environment is [92] as a 
continuation of [93]. In [92, 93], the 
combined use of relationship analysis 
and qualitative methods to determine 
the parameters causing relationships 
is presented. With this approach, the 
model is built from composite ele-
ments, but with emergent properties 
of complex adaptive systems. Agents 
are represented as objects with a 
geospatial location, a number of do-
main-specific capabilities, and inter-
nal memory.

Obtaining comprehensive and 
complete datasets can be difficult 
even with analytical and simula-
tion mechanisms. This has also led 
to several high-quality models and 
simulation environments, the main 
purpose of which is to enable an ex-
pert to visualize the relationships 
between sectors and infrastructure 
elements, without necessarily pro-
viding predictive capabilities. An 
example of such an environment is 
presented in [93, 94]. The critical in-
frastructure modeling system (CIMS) uses georeferenced 
features and graphs to simulate events, such as fires or 
floods, using a discrete event modeling environment.

Physical and geospatial models are usually designed to 
solve well-defined problems in a particular sector or for a 
specific facility. These models exhibit high computational 
complexity, while significantly varying the level of de-
tail [43] from simple vulnerability analysis and intra-indus-
try relationships to continuous physical models.

Such models are necessary to describe the operation of 
infrastructures [95], which allows for quantitative risk anal-
ysis [96]. External effects on critical infrastructures, such as 
cyberattacks, must be taken into account and even generated 
in the model.

Spatial proximity is an important parameter in the study 
of relationships and physical effects, which is not always 
clear from the analysis of only logical relationships. There-
fore, a number of efforts have been aimed at creating models 
of critical infrastructures and their relationships based on 
geospatial information systems (GIS) [97, 98]. Examples 
of using GIS functions in the area of critical infrastructure 
include approaches based on the theory of multi-attribute 
utility for forecasting. 

5. 3. Development of a model of a terrorist act and se-
curity of the critical infrastructure facility cybersystem 

The formation of complex (echelon) protection of a 
critical infrastructure facility is based on the hierarchical 
structure of the synthesis of information security systems of 
cyber-physical systems, Internet technologies and computer 
networks, as well as mobile technologies. This approach 
allows forming a synergistic model of CIF threats, taking 
into account the impact of terrorists on its elements (Fig. 5).

To form a model of a terrorist act and security of the 
critical infrastructure facility cybersystem, a mathematical 
tool has been developed:

– classification allows entering elements of a set of at-
tacker categories { } :del del

iL L∈ 1
delL  – CIF users; 2

delL  – CIF 
operating personnel; 3

delL  – CIF technical support staff; 
4
delL  – non-employees of CIF; 5

delL  – terrorists and perpe-
trators of terrorist acts: 51

delL  – cyber terrorists, 41
delL  – in-
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telligence agencies, 52
delL  – hackers, 4.2

delL  – competitors, 
53
delL  – criminals, 54

delL  – vandals;

– the model of a terrorist act is defined as:

{ }{ }terror terror motiv, , , , ,CFS CIF del CРS CIF
rj

CРS CIF
i iG L r Tp= β ∈ β            (12)

where { }del del
i iL L∈  is the identifier of the terrorist-perpetra-

tor; { }β ∈ βCPS CIF CPS CIF
i terror  is the weight factor of the capabilities 

of the perpetrator of the terrorist attack on CIF;
T is the time of successful implementation of the threat; prj 

is the probability of implementation of at least one threat to 
the j-th asset, i is the threat, ,i n∀ ∈ n is the number of threats; 
j is the information resource (asset); ,j m∀ ∈ m is the number of 
assets; rmotiv is the motivation of the terrorist-perpetrator to 
carry out a terrorist attack on CIF, T is the time of the terror-
ist attack. Analysis of the attacker categories allows forming 
an expert estimate and obtaining a weight factor for the threat 
implementation probability (the i-th threat);

– the weight factor of the terrorist-perpetrator’s capabil-
ities is determined by:

=

γ = β × ×∑
1

1
,

N
CPS CIF CPS CIF
ter rjror i

i
motivp r

N
   (13)

where β =  

CPS CIF CPS CI
cp cash

F CPS CIF
i W W T  are the weight factors 

of the terrorist-perpetrator’s capabilities;
CP

cp
S CIFW  is the terrorist-perpetrator’s computing resourc-

es (from [13]);
CP

c sh
F

a
S CIW  is the terrorist-perpetrator’s financial resourc-

es (from [13]).
The proposed approach makes it possible to unify the 

procedure for determining the probability of a terrorist at-
tack on CIF, taking into account the terrorist-perpetrator’s 
capabilities, both financial and computing resources.

The analysis of the CIF infrastructure level and 
terrorist-perpetrator categories allows forming the set 
{Hj}, which forms the levels of impact on CIF: technical 
channel layer (H0); ISO/OSI physical layer (H1); ISO/
OSI link layer (H2); ISO/OSI network layer (H3); ISO/
OSI transport layer (H4); ISO/OSI application layer 
(H5); layer of physical protection of CIF elements (video 
surveillance, sensors, grilles, locks, etc.) (H6); layer of 
possible secret intelligence devices (ventilation ducts, 
power lines, etc.) (H7);

– the relationship matrix for the terrorist-perpetrator 
category and the level of impact on CIF is defined as:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

i
del
i

H del
i iL

M L H= × =  (14)

Thus, the relationship matrix for the terrorist-perpe-
trator categories and the levels of impact on CIF allows 
determining the terrorist-perpetrator category by the threat 
classifier according to the proposed method:

– Stage 1. Determination of the level of impact on CIF 
from the set {H};

– Stage 2. Determination of the threat according to the 
CIF threat classifier;

– Stage 3. Determination of the relationship matrix 
for the terrorist-perpetrator category and the level of 
impact on CIF;

– Stage 4. Determination of a possible terrorist-perpe-
trator from the relationship matrix.

Thus, based on the proposed methodology, a list of criti-
cal threats for each attacker category is constructed. Taking 
into account the modern approaches proposed in [99–108] 
for assessing the layer of possible secret intelligence devic-
es (H7), the time and financial costs of preventive protection 
measures are significantly reduced.

5. 4.  of a concept for assessing the security of critical 
infrastructure facilities

To determine the current state of security, we use the 
approach proposed in [14], which takes into account the 
proposed approach to the formation of a synergistic threat 
model, categories of attackers, their goals and capabilities. 
Fig. 6 shows the concept of assessing the security of critical 
infrastructure facilities.

To assess the current state, it is proposed to use the fol-
lowing mathematical tool:

– the formally improved model of CIF is defined as:

GCIF={{OCIF}, {LCIF}, {IA}},   (15)

where { OCIF } is the set of environment objects describing 
the CIF elements; { LCIF } is the set of links between the 
elements, defined by an adjacency matrix; { IA } is the set of 
information asset elements.

Each element { }
iA AI I∈  is described by the vector 

( ), , , , , .
i

C I A Au Aff cont
AI Type A A A A A A=  Type is the type of 

information asset, described by a set of basic values: Тype= 
={CI, PD, CD, TS, StR, PubI, ContI, PI}, where CI is confi-
dential information, PD is payment documents, CD is credit 
documents, TS is trade secret, StR is statistical reports, PubI 
is public information, ContI is control information, PI is per-
sonal information.

AC, AI, AA, AАu, AAff, Acont are security services.
Each element of { },CIF CIF

lO O∈  is described by the 
vector { }, ,CIF CIF CIF

lO L TC=  where LCIF is the level of 
the CIF information structure, defined by the set 

{ }0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, , , , , , , ,CIFL H H H H H H H H=  where the technical 
channel layer (H0), ISO/OSI physical layer (H1), data 
link layer (H2), network layer (H3), transport layer (H4), 
application layer (H5), layer of physical protection of CIF 
CPS elements (H6), layer of possible secret intelligence 
devices (H7);

– formally, the relationship between the CIF IR and 
elements:

,CIF CIF
ilTC TC=   (16)

where CIF
ilTC  determines the relationship between the i-th IR 

and the l-th element of CIF, while
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{ } { },

0, no ;

,  includes and stores;

,  processes and transfers;

relati

,  maintains the functioning;

onship

CIF CIF
A ili I l O TC

is

pt

mf

∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ⇒ =


= 



 (17) 

– the proposed synergistic model of CIF threats:

where { } { }{ }threats threats,CIF CIF CIF
MMSSS SS AS=  is the set of possi-

ble threats, in which { }CIF
MMSSS  is man-made threats;

{ } { } { }{ }, ,CIF CIF CIF CIF
MMS IS CS SISS SS SS SS= are the anthropogenic 

threats. The set of anthropogenic threats is proposed to be 
considered based on the synergetic approach according to 
security components.

Wherein { }CIF
ISSS  is IS threats, { }CIF

CSSS  is CS 
threats,{ }CIF

SISS  is SI threats. { }CPS CIF
iα  is the set of 

threat weight factors, { }CFS CIF
synerg iW  is the set of threats 

to the security service, { }terror
CFS CIFG  is the set of damage 

from a terrorist attack, { }DS  is the set of destructive 
states of CIF elements, which mean complete destruc-
tion of CIF (01), destruction of CIF elements (02), 
complete blocking of CIF functionality (03), partial 
blocking of functionality (04);

– synergistic effect of modern threats:

{ } { }threats threats ,CIF CIF CIF
MMSSS SS AS= 

where

{ } { } { }.CIF CIF CIF CIF
MMS IS CS SISS SS SS SS=   , (19)

– each threat to the CIF elements is formalized by 
the tuple:

Fig.	6.	CIF	security	assessment	concept
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( )threats , , ,CIF
potentialrjpSS D risk=    (20)

where prj is the probability of a threat to the j-th asset, i is 
the threat for all i that belong to n – the number of threats, 
j is the IR (asset) for all j that belong to m – the number 
of IR; Dpotential is the potential damage, risk is the risk ex-
pressed in a qualitative form and taking one of the values

( )
1 2 3 4 5
, , , , ,r r r r rrisk = α α α α α  where 

1r
α  – critical, 

2r
α  – high, 

3r
α  – medium, 

4r
α  – low, 

5r
α –  very low;

– destructive states of the CIF elements (the set { }DS ) 
from [13]. The formal model of the terrorist-perpetra-
tor is defined as:

{ }{ }, , target, , , , ,rj potential motiv
CIF del

terror p DMT L T rr isk=   (21)

where Ldel is the attacker categories; target is the attacker’ 
target, { }target ;DS∈  T is the time of successful implementa-
tion of the threat; rmotiv is the probability of the terrorist-per-
petrator’s motivation.

– formally, the relationship between the categories of 
attackers and their impact on the CIF elements is defined by 
the matrix impact ,CIF CIF

ijСT a=  where 1,CIF
ija =  if the threat source 

threats
CIFSS  can implement a threat against the j-th CIF asset 

{ },CIF CIF
lO O∈  otherwise 0.CIF

ija =
– CIF security assessment model:

{ } { } { } { }
{ } { } { }

threats, , , ,
,

, ,

CIF CIF CIF
ACIF

terror CIF CIF CIF
r

I O SS RR
MT

MP AD SL

  =  
  

  (22)

where { }AI is the set of IR; { OCIF } is the set of CIF 

elements; { }threats
CIFSS  is the set of threats; { }CIFRR  is the 

set of IS regulatory requirements; { }CIFMP  is the set of 

information security elements; { }CIFAD  is the result of 
CIF security assessment; { }CIF

rSL  is the CIF security level;
– formally, the relationship between threats and IR:

{ } { }threats, , ,CIF CIF CIF
ij A iTI j I i SS= β ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈   (23)

where 1 – the threat to the IR, 0 – no threat to the IR;
– the protection mechanism is formed by the tuple:

( )introducing, , ,CIF
i pe peMP T TС =     (24)

where Tpe is the type of the IS tool, Tintroducing is the introduc-
ing time, Cpe is the cost of the IS tool;

– formally, the relationship between threats and infor-
mation security systems:

,CIF ThIS
ThIS ijL = γ    (25)

where CIFMP  – the threat can be repelled by the ISS, 
CIFNMP  – the threat is imlemented.

If ,LThIS CIF
ij NMPλ =  it is concluded that the CIF ISS is 

not able to protect the IR from the threat, and it is necessary 
to introduce additional protection means and mechanisms to 
increase the CIF security;

– requirements of international and national standards 
and legislation:

{ } { } { },CIF CIF CIF
INS DSRRR R A=      (26)

where { }CIF
INSR  is the international and national regulatory 

requirements, { }CIF
DSRA  is the set of information security 

assessments.
The current state of the CIF IS is determined by the 

following indicators:
– OPZone – assessment of threat risks and the presence of 

critical points in the CIF elements;
– OPZ2 – assessment of possible attacks on the CIF 

elements;
– OPZ3 – assessment of compliance with regulatory 

requirements.

1

.
k

CIF
i

i

OPZ OPZ
=

= ∑  
   (27)

The proposed mathematical tool of the concept of assess-
ing the security of critical infrastructure facilities provides a 
qualitative estimate of the current state of information security:

 if 4;

, if  2 3;

low, if 1;

critical, if 

high,

medi

0

u

.

m

CIF

CIF
CIF

CIF

CIF

OPZ

OPZ
SL

OPZ

OPZ

 =


≤ ≤= 
=

 =

  (28)

Thus, the proposed approach is understandable to an av-
erage person, allows one to intuitively understand the main 
critical points of CIF, possibilities of a terrorist attack on them, 
as well as necessary preventive measures, in conditions of mini-
mizing the financial support of the information security system.

6. Discussion of the results of research on developing 
a concept of building a security system for critical 

infrastructure facilities

To assess the likelihood of a terrorist attack and the read-
iness of protective measures, sets of weighted metrics were 
determined, which acquire a value in the range of [0; 1]. Each 
metric characterizes the degree of compliance of a certain 
attribute of a terrorist-perpetrator or protective agent with 
a given target value.

To assess the “danger” of the attacker, we use the pro-
posed model

{ }{ }terror terror motiv, , , , .CFS CIF del CРS CIF
rj

CРS CIF
i iG L r Tp= β ∈ β   (29)

To describe the set of characteristics, we use the index h: 

,СPS CIF
hG  where { }( ).

СPS CIF
hG

i
h

Let j be the security services for both ICS and CPS. 
Basic security services: C; І; А; Au, Aff. Thus, the tuple of se-
curity services j={C; І; А; Au, Aff} is formed. Let i denote the 

current attacker’s number { }( ),
i

L
i  k  – the current number of 

the expert who performed the assessment { }( ),
i

K
k  

L – the number of attackers, 
K – the number of experts,

j
kihw  – the k-th expert estimate for the h-th characteris-

tic of the і-th attacker for the j-th security service.   
Then the average estimate of all experts for the entire set 

of characteristics of all attackers for the j-th security service 
is as follows:
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1 1 1

1
,

СPS CIF
hGK L

j CРS CIF j j
ki h kihСPS CIF

k i hh

w w
KLGG = = =

= γ ×∑∑ ∑   (30)

where CРS CIF j
ki hγ  is the weight factor of the h-th metric of the 

i-th attacker for the j-th service. Normalization of weight

factors:
1 1 1

1.

СPS CIF
hGK L

k i h= = =

=∑∑ ∑
The level of CIF security can be described in a similar way. 

To do this, we use the set of characteristics B={cryptograph-
ic resistance, strength of ISS mechanisms (Сr), key data 
amount (Kda), complexity of direct and reverse cryptographic 
transformation (encryption/decryption of data, OED)}. Thus,  
we have a set of ISS characteristics: В={Cr, Kda, ОED}. 
To describe the set of characteristics, we use the index 

g: Bg, where { }( ).
i

B
g

 
Let j

kgw
 
be the value of the k-th expert’s 

estimate of the g-th characteristic of the ISS mechanism for 
the j-th security service in the case when the system security 
and the destructive actions of attackers are independent.

Then the average value of all experts’ estimates of imple-
mentation of protective measures for the j-th security service 
is as follows:

( )
1 1

1
,

K B
j j j

kg kg
k g

w
KB = =

ψ = β ×∑∑    (31)

where j
kgβ  is the weight factor of the g-th metric of the j-th 

security service for the k-th expert. Normalization of weight 

factors:
1 1

1.
K B

j
kg

k g= =

β =∑∑
To correlate between the probability of a terrorist attack 

and the system security characteristics, that is, between the 
sets terror

CFS CIFG  and B, we use the matrix M of size terror ,CFS CIFG B ×   
sometimes referred to as a pairwise comparison matrix. If 
the g-th security characteristic Bg completely blocks the 
h-th property of the attacker (or the threat implemented by 
this attacker), then Мhg=1, otherwise Мhg=0. Intermediate 
values are also possible when the threat/attacker category 
is not completely closed. Thus, hgM  is the matrix of factors 

connecting the threats/attacker categories with the protec-
tive measures of the security system.

Then the new values of the estimates of protective mea-
sures using the matrix M can be written:

.j j
kg hg kgcor

w M w= ×    (32)

Then

( )
1 1

1
.

K B
j j j

kg kg cor
k g

w
KB = =

ψ = β ×∑∑    (33)

Expansion of the classifier due to the introduction 
of economic indicators of the cost of attack/terrorist 
act and the cost of countermeasures provides an in-
tegrated estimate of system security in relative units. 
Thus, 1 corresponds to the maximum security provided 
by the security system as a whole, and 0 corresponds 
to a situation where the security system does not pro-
tect any of the resources. An additional indicator can 
be an integrated indicator of the quality of service of 
an information and communication network, proposed 

in [109]. To increase the level of security (basic security 
services), it is proposed to use post-quantum algorithms 
based on crypto-code stuctrures proposed in [110–114]. 
The proposed mechanisms provide the required stability 
(230–235 group operations), efficiency (the speed of cryp-
tographic transformations is comparable to BSC) and re 
liability (Perr 10-9–10-12) in the face of growing computing 
resources.

To assess the current state of IS, complexes of systems 
for detecting attacks/deviations from normal operation and 
risk assessment methods are commonly used (Fig. 7), which 
allow qualitative and/or quantitative assessment of the cur-
rent state of IS.

Table 3 shows a comparative assessment with the pro-
posed approach, which not only unifies the mathematical 
tool for IS assessment, but also significantly simplifies its 
implementation, taking into account the minimization of 
financial costs for IS.

The analysis of Table 3 and Fig. 7 showed the lack of 
a single approach for assessing the current state. Each of 
the presented ones consists of a complex of systems and 
methods that do not have a unified threat classification 
approach. As a rule, open databases are used, such as 
KDD-99, CAPEC, CVE, which contain more than a 
million threats without appropriate classification, which 
largely does not allow for their prompt analysis. In addi-
tion, threats are not classified by security mechanisms, 
which makes it impossible to take into account their inte-
gration, synergy and hybridity, which does not allow for 
the objectivity of their assessment and possible damage. 
The methods do not allow determining the relationship 
between threats, information resources, communication 
channels between the CIF elements, determining critical 
points, between threats and information security means, 
which makes it possible to determine preventive protec-
tion measures in a timely manner. None of the considered 
systems and methods allows determining the attacker’s 
characteristics and capabilities by threats, which greatly 
increases the risk of unauthorized penetration/hacking of 
the information security system.

The presented conceptual framework, together with the 
proposed mathematical tool, allows forming a unified base 
based on the classifier, taking into account the direction of 
attack vectors, assessing the possibilities of their synergy 
and hybridity, which allows taking preventive measures in a 
timely manner, assessing the attacker, and determining his 
capabilities. 

Based on the proposed models, the requirements 
for computing resources to assess the current state of 
information security are significantly reduced, taking 
into account the national and international regulatory 
requirements. This approach will allow a self-assessment 
of the information security state, forming preventive 
measures and ISS based on the analysis of critical points 
in the CIF elements, taking into account the relevant 
relationships. The main limitations of the proposed ap-
proach are the formation of a unified base of threats, their 
assessment by cybersecurity and/or information security 
experts. To ensure objectivity, practical implementation 
is required, followed by testing in one of the CIF areas, 
which will provide a practical component and optimize 
the formation of preventive measures based on the propo- 
sed concept.
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Fig.	7.	Relationship	between	attack	detection	and	risk	assessment	methods

Table	3

Results	of	the	study	of	risk	assessment	methods

Method

Criteria

qualitative 
assessment

quantitative 
assessment

comprehensive 
assessment

assessment 
of threat 

characteristics
economic 

optimization

assessment 
of compli-
ance with 
regulatory 
standards

effectiveness 
of 

preventive 
measures

ease of 
understanding

hybridity synergy

NIST + – – – – – – – –

FAIR – + – – – + +

EBIOS + – – – – – + –

MEHARI – + – – – – –

OCTAVE + – – – – – – – –

IT-GRUND-
SHULTZ

+ – – – – – – + –

IRAM + – – – – – – – +/–

RISK WATCH – + – – – – + +

FRAP + – – – – – – – –

CRAMM + – – – – +/– +/–

MAGERIT + + – – – – – – –

Proposed method + + + + + + + +/– +
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7. Conclusions

1. The basic concepts related to cyber-terrorist attacks 
on critical infrastructure facilities were identified and 
formalized. Definitions of the security of information 
resources of critical infrastructure facilities, basic mecha-
nisms and procedures of building a security model for CIF 
IR on the basis of a synergistic approach were developed. 
Security characteristics of critical infrastructure facil-
ities such as availability, integrity, confidentiality and 
security are detailed. The definitions served as the basis 
for solving subsequent problems. A threat classifier was 
developed, which allows systemizing threats, forming a 
unified base of CIF threats, determining the synergistic 
effect and hybridity of threats, their impact not only on 
security components, but also on the infrastructure ele-
ments of CIF. This approach makes it possible not only 
to form preventive measures, but also to determine the 
terrorist-perpetrator’s capabilities.

2. The concept of modeling the structure and functioning 
of the security system of critical infrastructure facilities was 
developed. The concept is based on a variety of models of dif-
ferent classes and levels currently used to model both critical 
infrastructures and the implementation of various threats 
on critical infrastructure facilities. The basic models of the 
modeling concept are as follows: economic, system-dynamic, 
behavioral game-theoretic, graph and network, agent-based, 
physical and geospatial.

3. Models of a terrorist act and security of the critical 
infrastructure facility cybersystem were developed. It is pro-
posed to assess the integrated (echelon) security of a critical 
infrastructure facility on the basis of the hierarchical struc-
ture of the synthesis of security systems, Internet technolo-
gies and computer networks with information security tools 
based on mobile technologies. This approach allows forming a 
synergistic model of threats to critical infrastructure facilities, 
taking into account the impact of terrorists on the elements. 
A method for determining the terrorist-perpetrator category 
was developed based on analyzing the table of the relationship 
between the terrorist-perpetrator category and infrastructure 
elements. This allows pre-determining the category of the 
attacker by the impact on CIF and his ability to conduct a 
terrorist attack. An analysis of the CIF infrastructure level 
and terrorist-perpetrator categories allows forming a set of 
levels of impact on CIF. Based on the proposed method, a list 
of critical threats is determined for each attacker category.

4. A concept for assessing the security of critical infra-
structure facilities was developed. The assessment is based 
on an approach to forming a synergistic threat model, attack-
er categories, their goals and capabilities. The CIF security 
estimate obtained as a result of the audit allows determining 
the most valuable information assets and effectiveness of 
protection means. The solutions make it possible to assess 
the compliance of the CIF ISS with the regulatory security 
requirements, identify the most vulnerable spots and develop 
recommendations for increasing the CIF security.
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